Benefit of cardiac N-13 PET CFR for combined anatomical and functional diagnosis of ischemic coronary artery disease: a pilot study.
Cardiac positron emission tomography (PET) can lead to flow impairment quantification using PET coronary flow reserve (CFRp: ratio of stress flow to rest flow) and is superior to the current standard, single-photon emission computed tomography. In this study, our first aim was to assess the benefit of CFRp in place of invasive CFR (CFRi) by comparing the correlations of each of the indices with combined pressure and flow index CDP, and combined functional (pressure-flow) and anatomical (%area stenosis, %AS) index, LFC. The second aim was to test the correlation between CFRp and CFRi. N-13 ammonia PET scans were performed and CFRp was obtained using a 1-compartment 2K-dynamic volume (DV)-constant kinetic model in Flowquant. During catheterization, simultaneous pressure and flow readings were obtained in 10 vessels (three vessels in one patient, one vessel each in 7 patients) using a dual sensor tipped Combowire, and CFRi, CDP, LFC, and FFR were computed. %AS was obtained using quantitative coronary angiography. CDP was correlated with invasive pressure index (FFR) and CFRp and with FFR and CFRi. LFC was correlated with the %AS, FFR, and CFRp/CFRi, individually and in combination. Correlation analysis was done in SAS; p < 0.05 was used for statistical significance. The correlations between CDP vs FFR and CFRp (r = 0.62, p = 0.19) in combination, as well as CDP vs FFR and CFRi in combination (r = 0.58, p = 0.24) remained similar. The correlation between LFC vs FFR, CFRp and %AS in combination improved (r = 0.82) with a near-significant p = 0.06, in comparison to the correlation between LFC vs FFR, CFRi and %AS in combination (r = 0.75, p = 0.15). CFRp correlated strongly and significantly (r = 0.82, p = 0.003) with CFRi, and the values were within 11 %. The novelty of the PET procedure in this study is that the noninvasive CFRp can be used instead of invasive CFRi for the functional diagnosis of CAD. Therefore, a PET scan can reduce procedure time and cost while simplifying the diagnostic protocol for assessing coronary artery disease, thus benefitting both the patients and clinicians.